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One third are leukaemia, one third are brain
tumours and the remaining third are the ‘solid’
tumours of childhood occuring in bone, muscle,
lymph glands and the organs in chest and abdomen.
Most adult cancers are carcinomas. These are
tumours of the skin and internal lining of the body
(epithelium). Common sites are lung, breast,
stomach, bowel and prostate gland. They are very
rare in childhood.

Most adult cancers result from exposures lasting
for decades. Most adult cancer occurs after long-
term exposure to low-grade damage or toxic
substances. For example:

Tobacco smoke causing lung (and many other)
cancers in adults.

Sunlight increased explosure to UV light
increasing skin cancer.

Radiation increased risk of lung cancer with
increased explosure to radon gas.

Causes of childhood cancer are different to
adult cancer. There is a lot we still don’t know about
causes of childhood cancer. Some of what we do
know is discussed below.

Is childhood cancer inherited?

Only rarely. Some forms of retinolastoma ( a rare
eye tumour) can be passed from parent to child, and
sometimes a tendency to other tumours runs in
families, but this is the exception rather than the rule.

Some children are born with genetic changes
that increase their risk of developing cancer as they
grow up. Children with Down’s syndrome have three
copies of chromosome 21 instead of the usual two.
They are at increased risk of leukaemia during

childhood, yet have a lower risk of cancer later on in
life. Neurofibromatosis is an inherited condition with
an increased risk of brain and other tumours, yet the
majority of people with it do not get tumours.

Could Radiation be a cause?

Babies whose mother’s pelvis was X-rayed
during pregnancy are around 30% more likely to
develop leukaemia and solid tumours during
childhood than other chidlren. The risk to any
individual fetus is still low, but X-rays during
pregnancy are avoided whenever possible.

There is no evidence that radiation in the
environment in the UK   ei ther from nuclear
installations or from naturally occurring sources such
as radon gas is a  cause of childhood cancer.

What about electromagnetic fields and
powerlines?

There has been concern about exposure to
electromagnetic fields around powerlines. A detailed
study of UK children during the 1990s did NOT find
an increased risk of malignancy.

Cancer clusters -- What do they mean?

From time to time there are reports of ‘clusters’
of cancers. They are difficult to interpret but can
cause huge concern. Statistical methods have been
developed to try to distinguish random, but unusual
observations, from true areas of increased disease.

Leukaemia can show ‘clustering’ i.e. there are
some areas that for some time perids have more
cases than you would expect. The village of Seascale
near Sellafield in Northumbria, and new towns have
fallen into this catergory at one time or another.

Why Do Children Get Cancer?

Childhood cancers are not the same as adult cancers.

Cancer is common in old age, but rare in childhood.

Childhood and adult cancers are different.

Louise Parker
Professor of Paediatric Epidemiology at the

University of Newcastle upon Tyne

*
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Investigations have explored rates around
railways, roads and hazardous sites (such as
factories producing petroleum products), but there
is very little evidence that emissions from any of these
sites has a substantial effects on childhood cancer
rates -- or leukaemia in particular. More convincing
have been studies of the characteristics of the
inhabitants of many of the areas is that they are much
more mobile than those in other areas. It is thought
that leukaemia may be an uncommon reaction to an
otherwise common infection that is exchanged
between communities when they move around.

Could infection cause cancer or leukaemia?

In some specific cases. The Epstein Barr Virus
which causes glandular fever is asociated with the
African form of Burkitt’s lymphoma in areas where
there is a lot of malaria. It may also be associated
with some cases of Hodgkin’s disease.

Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia (ALL) cases
also show a tendency to cluster together both in
space and in time. A famous excess of cases
occurred in the village of Seascale in West Cumbria.
It has been the focus of much attention during the
past 20 years. Other high rates of leukaemia
appeared in new towns developed in the post war
period, and in areas where children were evacuated
during the second world war. One common factor is
rapid changes in population -- often bring together
people from many different parts of the country.
Professor Leo Kinlen, of Oxford University has
suggested that ALL could result from an unusual * This article is from in the Summer 05 Issue 27 of Contact Magazine.

response to a virus or other infection.

Professor Mel Greaves of the Cancer Research
Institute at the Royal Marsden Hospital, London has
also researched this area. He suggests that if children
are not exposed to a wide range of infections in very
early life and are then challenged later, leukaemia
could develop as an uncommon response if an
individual is susceptible. Evidence supporting this
idea is that children who go to nursery at an early
age -- and so are exposed to lots of other children
during early years, have a lower rate of leukaemia.

An additional part of Professor Greaves
hypothesis is that a specific genetic change needs
to happen in some of the bone marrow cells before
birth before the unusual response to infection can
happen so that leukaemia only develops when at
least two unusual events happen in the correct order.

What about other potential causes of childhood
cancer    pesticides, herbicides, environmental
chemicals, diet, smoking?

In general the search for environmental causes
for cancer in children has not been successful. The
development of the disease in chidlren is a complex
process which only occurs when several things go
wrong in a particular order. Work in this field will
continue. For the moment we are unable to say why
most cancers in childhood happen. What we can say
is that they could not have been prevented, and are
not due to something that we have done.

Cancer types in men�� !"#$%
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Brain
2%
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Lung
27%
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Prostate
12%

�� 
Colorectal
11%

��
Other
42%
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Leukaemia/
Lymphoma
6%
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